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Abstract --The use of internet technology continues to increase, 

not least for the health world. Ease of access to information of 

a hospital is needed by people who want to do both emergency 

and periodic checks, one of which is the registration process 

and schedule information doctors at the hospital. In addition, 

easy access to information by doctors who do to know the 

history of patients who are treated is also very necessary. the 

existence of cloud computing technology, the problem can be 

solved by making network infrastructure by using one of cloud 

computing service that is Infrastructure as a Service (Iaas). 

With this infrastructure, one hospital with another hospital 

can connect to each other use cloud computing network, with 

the help of VMWare virtualization technology and Network 

Attached Storage (NAS) data storage. In addition, Mobile-

based E-Hospital Applications are made. On the server made 

database that contains information about the patient 

registration data, life history, schedule doctors And the 

diagnosis of the patient. . In terms of data security application 

is applied encryption and data decryption using Blowfish 

algorithm so that data delivery process that happened can be 

more secure. In the encryption process E-Hospital so The 

length of the key used does not affect the timing of the 

encryption and decryption process. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

 The Internet is a computer network that can connect 

companies with the public domain, that is individuals, 

communities, institutions, and organizations as well as 

between companies[12][13][14]. This path is an effective 

path that a company can use. ranging from exchange of data 

and information to payment transactions can be done 

quickly and cheaply through the internet. Looking at 

technological developments that have progressed, it will be 

easier if the data transactions that occur in the hospital 

moved into a computation system. An e-hospital concept 

that is formed from an integrated system to be able to 

present data quickly, accurately and transparently. Patient 

data search process, patient medical history, doctor 

handling, diagnosis, and so forth can be done within minutes 

by using e-hospital service. In addition communication 

between hospitals can be easier starting from the patient's 

medical records and communication between doctors can be 

done using cloud computing[15][17][18][20]. 

 

 The emergence of cloud computing is motivated by the 

needs of the industrial world and computerization will be 

the shared use of scattered computing resources, but can be 

used as needed [4]. Cloud computing refers to an on-

demand, self-service Internet infrastructure that enables the 

user to access computing resources anytime from anywhere 

[1]. So cloud computing services can be available quickly 

and reduce interaction with cloud computing service 

providers. Appears several types of cloud computing based 

on network conditions, user scope and user needs 

specifications, resulting in private cloud, public cloud, 

community cloud and hybrid cloud computing [4][16][20]. 

 

There have been several studies that have been done 

previously related to the use of cloud computing in 

hospitals, including research on the implementation of 

mobile systems that enable data storage, update and data 

collection using cloud computing[16][19][20]. The 

Healthcare mobile app is developed using the google 

Android operating system that provides data and image 

management (supports DICOM format and JPEG 2000 

encoding) patient health. On the server side this research 

utilizes the Amazon's S3 Cloud Storage Service. [2]. In 

other studies utilizing sensor networks to monitor the health 

status of patients, in this case the sensor data collected and 

sent to the cloud. Different users like hospitals, clinics, 

patients or even researchers can access data from cloud 

networks. With the help of wireless Sensor Network (WSN) 

is expected to provide benefits such as saving the cost of 

hospital institutions with the creation of data management 

automation is done in real time from various sensors and 

disseminate information efficiently to the medical team [6] 

[8][9] 

 

In terms of data security at the hospital there are some 

previous studies that have been done that is on research [5] 
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addressing security needs in online communication, 

especially in the E-Health domain focusing on providing 

different security for different types of communication in e-

Health, where each communication transmits the type of 

information with different levels of sensitivity. This 

research uses Multi Agent System (MAS) to develop agent 

based system that can serve distributed process. This 

research integrates various types of encryption algorithms to 

provide different security needs for each type of 

information. MAgSeM is a security model generated in this 

study consisting of eight agents, which are skilled to 

complete their goals as well as the overall system goals 

autonomously. In [3][10] Encryption and access control are 

required for ensuring proper authorization and 

confidentiality for patient records. Strong authentication and 

audit logs are required to ensure access only by those 

allowed. This research discuss differences in security 

technologies and details the ones used in system. A new 

encryption technology called policy-based encryption 

proves to be quite useful within a health care environment 

for both encryption and access control. 

 

 In this research is built cloud computing network 

infrastructure and e-Hospital applications that can access 

information that wanted to know by the public as quickly 

and as informative as possible. Especially in the world of 

health, where patients want that Hospital information in the 

form of doctor's schedule, inpatient information, patient 

history data, and others can be accessed easily[8]. By 

utilizing the progress of information technology, then the 

hospital data can be placed on the cloud computing network 

system to accelerate data access. So in this research will be 

applied Blowfish encryption algorithm on e-hospital system. 

Access information from the client used smatphone Android 

device. Data access consists of two types: public cloud e-

hospital and private cloud e-hospital, it aims to distinguish 

data that can be seen by public or other hospitals with data 

that is private to the hospital itself 

 

II. RESEARCH METHODS 

 

Cloud Computing is a combination of the use of 

computer technology and Internet-based development. The 

latest developments in computer system technology that 

allows users to spend only in accordance with the usage so 

as to offer high-quality timely technology solutions.The  

access limititaion on the system right now, it can be handle 

with cloud computing, it is included by mobile user. the 

condition of internet connection available, health data in the 

cloud can be accessed anywhere and anytime. In this 

research is built Cloud Computing network infrastructure 

that can be a bridge to connect and integrate between 

hospital one with other hospital[19][20]. And followed by 

the creation of applications and data security to support this 

infrastructure. 

 

A. Cloud Computing Network Infrastructure Design 

 

Here is an overall system of integration of cloud computing 

networks: 

 

Figure 1 is a cloud computing network infrastructure 

consisting of several network components such as on the 

server side there are 2 PCs used as simulation 2 hospital 

servers. On each PC server is installed VMWare ESX 4.1 as 

the virtualization host. Next to the external storage there is 

NAS (Network-Attached Storage) used for data storage on 

the server. NAS is integrated with 2 servers so NAS storage 

can be used to install 2 Vistual Machine in the form of 

Operating System which can be used as data center. 

Operating System used is Ubuntu Server and Windows 7. In 

each virtualization host there are 1 operating system 

Windows 7 to install e-hospital application, Application on 

every Operating System used in accessing 3 different user 

that is admin, doctor and patient. Inside the Cloud network 

there are 3 routes, namely mikrotik router. While on the 

Cloud network there is MPLS to connect a network. 

 
Fig 2. Public and Private Cloud Block Diagram On the Application 

Accessing side 

 

Figure 2 describes the cloud work system in the 

hospital is divided into two categories: public cloud and 

private cloud. What distinguishes between public cloud and 

private cloud is the public cloud can be accessed by all users 

ie patients, doctors and medical records officer. While the 

private cloud can only be accessed by doctors and medical 

records, it aims to store the classified data in each hospital. 
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Fig 1. Illustration of Cloud Network Infrastructure

  

. 

the data access from public cloud E-Hospital. It 

appears that the E-Hospital private cloud in each hospital is 

connected to the E-Hospital public cloud installed on the 

cloud service provider's premises. Doctors, medrec officers, 

and other systems in hospitals can access public cloud E-

Hospital services through E-Hospital's private cloud. In 

addition, doctors and medrec officers can also directly 

access public E-Hospital services. Another thing that is 

different from public E-Hospital is public E-Hospital also 

provides services for patients to see the resume of his 

medical record. But here patients can not access in detail the 

medical record resume data on private E-hospital, because 

for the patient there is a separate limit for accessing data. 

 

Here is the design stage to build cloud computing network 

infrastructure: 

1. Cloud network infrastructure design 

The initial step of creating a cloud network 

infrastructure is to install Windows OS 7 64 bit on PC 

Server, then install and configure virtual host on PC 

Server that is with VMWare ESX 4.1. after the server is 

completed, the NAS is configured and connected with 

VMWare ESX 4.1 as its external storage server. The 

NAS application used is FreeNAS. After the external 

storage or data center server is connected, continued by 

connecting or searching the path using MPLS 

technology, once all is integrated then followed by 

testing system cloud. 

2. Cloud Computing system design between server, client 

and NAS 

This cloud server system is done with NAS applications 

that are placed on the server side which will be 

connected on the client side that will access from the 

application to be created. Inside Freenas there is ISCSi 

setting which is a bridge connecting data center with 

server. On the client side used is VMWare ESX 4.1 as 

the host that will supervise some virtual machine 

operating system. The operating system used with 

virtual machines in is windows server 2003 Enterprise 

Edition SP 2. In the client side the access can be used 

via PC, laptop and Smartphone. And then all connected 

to the cloud network from the external side of storage, 

server and client with virtualization technology. 

3. Designing server with virtual machine 

The step to build a cloud server using virtual machines 

ranging from VMWare Workstation 8 and VMWare 

ESX 4.1 configuration to virtual system integration. 

The initial process is done by configuring VMWare 

workstation 8 because it is software that can install and 

enable using more than one operating system. Next on 

VMWare Workstation install VMWare ESX 4.1 to get 

IP DHCP network. Still on VMWare workstation 8, 

install and configure again for windows server 2003 

Enterprise Edition SP2 x64 until all installed, followed 

by configuring Vcenter Server 4.1 on windows server 

2003 and static IP setting which IP is diguankan by 

Vcenter 

4. Designing servers for public cloud and Private Cloud 

on the application  

Cloud working system in the hospital is divided into 

two categories: public cloud and private cloud. What 

distinguishes between public cloud and private cloud is 

the public can be accessed by all users ie patients, 

doctors, and medical record officer, while the private 

cloud can only be accessed by doctors and medical 

records because the data stored is classified confidential 

data for the hospital. 

5. Designing Own cloud Data Application for E-Hospital 

Information System 

The design of own cloud data applications for E-

Hospital information systems starting from accessing 

the database own cloud contained in the database server 

as the operating system. Furthermore, the user can login 

on the application created, either as admin or as a 

hospital doctor.  
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A. Design E-Hospital Application  

In this research is made an e-hospital application that 

will integrate the information data from the hospital in the 

form of patient history, doctor schedule and diagnostic 

results that will be embedded in the cloud server where the 

data in inputkan will be in safe mengguanakan Blowfish 

method through encryption process and description. 

Applications that have been created will be accessed use 

Android platform. Here, data accessed by the user there are 

two kinds of data, namely private data and public data. 

Private data is data that can be accessed by certain parties 

only for example data that can only be seen by doctors, 

while public data is data that can be accessed publicly. 

Users who can access private data are doctors, while public 

data are patients and hospital medical personnel. To share 

data between hospitals can be accessed public data. 

Figure 3 this below explains that the first step that 

occurs on the client side where the user is charging data 

accessed via smartphone (Android) and then done data 

encryption using blowfish method, before encryption 

process there is keyword. The keyword at the time of 

encryption is the same as the keyword in the decryption 

process (private key). After that the data that has been 

encrypted will be a chipertext (data that has undergone the 

encryption process). On the server side that is when the user 

wants to access the data that has been stored is done 

decryption process so that the ciphertext can be read by the 

user, enter the same keyword when doing the encryption. 

Then the server will look for it on the NAS (data center) and 

will be displayed. 

 
Fig 3. Flowchart System 

 

 

B. Blowfish Algorithm [7][10][11] 

Blowfish is included in 64-bit Cipher block encryption 

with key lengths ranging from 32-bit to 448-bit [7]. The 

Blowfish algorithm consists of two parts: Key-Expansion 

and Data Encryption. Data Encryption consists of a simple 

function iteration (Feistel Network) 16 times round. All 

operations are additions and XOR on 32-bit variables. 

 

In the Blowfish algorithm[10], many subkeys are used. 

These keys must be calculated or generated first before 

encryption or decryption of data. In the feistel network, 

Blowfish has 16 iterations, the input is a 64-bit data element 

or call it "X". Blowfish is also a block cipher, which means 

during the encryption and decryption process, Blowfish will 

divide the message into blocks of the same length. The 

block length for the Blowfish algorithm is 64-bit. Messages 

that are not multiples of eight bytes will add additional bits 

(padding) so that the size for each block is the same. 

 

            Transmitter                Receiver 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4 Block Diagram Modeling System on Blowfish 

  

 Blowfish includes encryption block Cipher 64-bit with 

key lengths that vary between 32-bit to 448-bit. Blowfish 

algorithm consists of two parts[10][11]: 

1. Key-Expansion 

It functions to change the lock (Minimum 32-bit, 

Maximum 448-bit) into multiple subkey arrays with a 

total of 4168 bytes. 

2. Data Encryption 

Consists of a simple function iteration (Feistel 

Network) 16 times round. Each round consists of key-

dependent permutations and key- and data-dependent 

substitutions. All operations are additions and XOR on 

32-bit variables. Other additional operations are just 

four table lookup of indexed arrays for each round. 

 

Encryption use Blowfish Algorithm 

Algorithm for encryption using Blowfish algorithm: 

 

i= 1 

loop from I to 16 

Ri = Li-1 XOR Pi 

Li = F(Ri) XOR Ri-1 

 end loop 

 L17 = R17 XOR P18 

 R17 = L16 XOR P17 

 

Descryption on Blowfish Algorithm 

Algorithm for encryption using Blowfish algorithm: 
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 i= 1 

 loop from I to 16 

  Ri = Li-1 XOR P19-i 

  Li = F(Ri) XOR Ri-1 

 end loop 

 L17 = R16 XOR P1 

 R17 = L16 XOR P2 

 

The decryption process is almost identical to that of the 

encryption process. Sub-Keys P (1) to P (18) are used in 

reverse order P (1) to P (18), P (2) to P (17) and so on. In 

the decryption process the ciphertext is converted back into 

plaintext or its original state before it is encrypted. 

 

B. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

 

Creation of E-Hospital mobile application user interface. 

Android based using eclipse software editor. 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  (a)   (b) 

Fig 5. E-Hospital Application Display 

 

Figure 5 above if described then,. In the picture (b) 

is the view of the E-Hospital application After the user 

successfully perform authentication process on the client 

side So the user can see the required data in accordance with 

the level of the user. If the user is a patient then can see 

patient data in the form of self data, history of disease and 

result of doctor diagnose. When the user login as a doctor or 

medical record then the user can melihta patient data as well 

as physician data in the form of personal data and 

prescription drugs in accordance with patients handled. 

Can be seen that the process of taking data from the 

client side successfully done. From the above view can 

dikethui Name, gender, doctor diagnosis, examination date 

and other patient data. The patient's user can display the 

history table of the disease where the table is related to the 

poly table, the chamber table and the diagnosis on the 

MySQL database. So it can be known poly examination of 

patients and information about the room for inpatients. 

 

 

 

 
Fig 6 Results Of Encryption from Process Take Data 

 In Figure 6 is the data sent from the server to the 

client side. The data is encrypted data (chipertext) so that 

when an attack on the network, the data will not be read 

clearly because the data sent is random data. 

 

 
 
Figure 7 Graph of time comparison of encryption between characters, 
numbers and letters 

 

 
Fig 8  Graph of time comparison of decryption between characters, 

numbers and letters. 

          

Average of time:  

 

Enkripsi :Trata2 =  ttotal / n 

   = 2.1721  =0.7………………(1) 
                           3 

Dekripsi :  Trata2 =  ttotal / n 

    = 2.2562 = 0.7520……..…...(2)                                              
            3 

From the above measurement results are tested on 

messages sent in the form of letters, numbers and symbols 

with the same number of inputs that the average time of 

encryption is faster than the decryption time. This is due to 

the addition of additional bits or padding at the time of 

encryption, thus causing the decryption process takes 

additional time as well. 

A. Comparison of Encryption and Decryption with Key 

Length 

Plaintext : surabaya 

 

 
                                                                                       
Fig 9 Comparison graph of Encryption and Decryption Time  with different 

number of keys 
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From figure 9 above, visible by using different 

keyword sizes from 32 bits to 448 bits can’t be done.  The 

speed and process speed is the same as the blowfish 

processing algorithm the bits that exist in the data. The 

generation of subkeys done before the process of encryption 

or decryption do. 

 

B. Testing of  Passive Network Attack  

 

 At this stage tested attack on the system that has 

been made with the assumption that the client who is 

accessing e-hospital application with the attacker is on the 

same network. This passive attack using NetworkMiner 

software, so it will be seen starting the existence of 

important information contained in the data packet flow to 

suspicious images sent from the client to the server. 

 

Testing is made with the concept of simulation, so the 

server is also in the same Wi-Fi network.  

 

 
Fig 10 Result of detection of data sent 

 

In Figure 10 is the result of a detection captured by the 

NetworkMinner software. But because the process of data 

transmission has been done first so that the encryption of 

data capture is a successful chipertext. This proves that the 

data on the client side successfully performed the encryption 

process. 

 

CONCLUSIONS  

 

1. The length of the key used does not affect the timing of 

the encryption and decryption process, because the 

blowfish algorithm processes the existing bits of the file 

and the generation of subkeys is performed before the 

encryption or decryption process is performed. 

2. From the above test results show that the average time 

of encryption is faster than the decryption time. This is 

due to the addition of additional bits or padding at the 

time of encryption, thus causing the decryption process 

takes additional time as well. 
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